SleepImage Product Information

The SleepImage System
SleepImage is an FDA-cleared, low cost, medically-actionable system that establishes
sleep quality and aids in the evaluation of sleep disorders, where it may inform or drive
clinical management. SleepImage has easy-to-understand biometrics with automated
analysis on a secure HIPAA-compliant website.
SleepImage has been created to help the healthy and the sick. Our technology and
system is valuable within the sleep industry because of the ease of use, low cost,
accuracy and the ability to screen large populations no matter whether your protocol
screens symptomatic or asymptomatic individuals. The SleepImage system is used across
a wide range of healthcare and wellness practices…cancer clinics, sleep labs, hospitals,
dental practices, pediatrics, sports medicine, etc.
The SleepImage website is designed to be flexible so that it can be used by small
individual practices or clinics, as well as large organizations and researchers. With
SleepImage’s Software as a Medical Device you have the ability to scale usage as patient
testing demands rise and fall, while only paying for what you need.

Two Account Roles
Admin Role
The Admin role is designed for a Practice Manager or Head Administrator in an organization. Admins
perform operational functions such as managing Clinician access, adding Patients, uploading sleep
studies as well as purchasing supplies and report credits for the account.
Clinician Role
The Clinician role is designed for Clinicians to review, monitor and analyze their Patients’ uploaded
sleep studies. Clinicians can add Patients, upload sleep studies and also have the ability to note
detailed observations about each sleep study.

Pricing
There are three components to SleepImage: Software Access Report Credits, Electrodes and Recorders.
Report Credits:

$14.99

1 SleepImage Report Credit

Electrodes:

$29.85

30 Tests

Sleep Data Recorder Kit:

<also available in 9 and 90 test quantities>

$275.00 Per Kit <includes required cables for testing, and uploading>

Sleep Data Recorders use two 3v 90mAh CR2016 coin cell batteries (two included in each Kit) which should be replaced
approximately every five studies. These batteries can be sourced locally at pharmacies & retail stores, or through online retailers.
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